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Abstract163

EUSO-TA is a ground-based telescope, installed at the Telescope Ar-164

ray (TA) site in Black Rock Mesa, Utah, USA. This is the �rst detector to165

successfully use a Fresnel lens based optical system and multi-anode photo-166

multipliers (64 channels per tube, 2304 channels encompassing a 10:6��10:6�
167

�eld of view) for detection of Ultra High Energy Cosmic Rays (UHECR). The168

telescope is located in front of one of the uorescence detectors of the TA169

experiment. Since its installation in 2013, the detector has observed several170

ultra-high energy cosmic ray events and, in addition, meteors. The limiting171
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magnitude of 5.5 on summed frames (� 3 ms) has been established. Measure-172

ments of the UV night sky emission in di�erent conditions and moon phases173

and positions have been completed. The performed observations serve as a174

proof of concept for the future application of this detector technology.175

1. Introduction176

JEM-EUSO is a proposed space-borne mission concept for the detec-177

tion of cosmic rays of the highest energies [1]. It is designed to observe the178

ultraviolet (UV) uorescence light from Extended Air Showers (EAS) gen-179

erated by cosmic rays in the atmosphere with a Fresnel lens based optical180

system and a super-fast single photon counting camera. Compared to ex-181

isting ground-based experiments, JEM-EUSO would be able to observe a182

much larger volume of the atmosphere, signi�cantly increasing the number183

of detected events at the highest energies and thus the available data for the184

localisation of their sources in the Universe.185

The �rst attempt to use Fresnel lenses to observe EAS was made in late186

sixties near Ithaca, USA, resulting in measurements of a Xenon asher cali-187

bration light source [2]. The �rst observations in the framework of the EUSO188

concept have been performed with the ground-based experiment EUSO-TA,189

which is the main focus of this paper. The ight of EUSO-BALLOON, with190

similar design, followed in 2014 [3] and successfully observed laser-simulated191

EAS, LED ashes and the night-time UV emission of Earth. In 2017 a super192

pressure balloon with upgraded electronics { EUSO-SPB { has own with193

a pioneering aim of observing UV light from EAS looking down on the at-194

mosphere. Currently, another mission is in the �nal stage of preparation195

{ Mini-EUSO { designed to be hosted inside the International Space Sta-196

tion, observing the atmosphere through a UV-transparent window [4]. Mini-197

EUSO will be sensitive to EAS with primary energies above 1021 eV, meteors,198

strange quark matter and atmospheric events such as Transient Luminous199

Events (TLEs). It will also produce a detailed UV map of the night-time200

Earth. It will be followed by K-EUSO { a mission led by Russian Space201

Agency, placing an UHECR observatory on board the Russian Segment of202

the ISS [5, 6].203

EUSO-TA is a ground-based telescope located at Black Rock Mesa, Utah,204

USA at the site of one of the uorescence detectors of the Telescope Array205

(TA) experiment [7] (�g. 1). From there it observes, simultaneously with206
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EUSO-TA
EUSO-SPB

TAFD

Figure 1: EUSO-TA (front right), EUSO-SPB (front middle, temporarily installed on-site
before its ight) and Telescope Array Fluorescence Detector (TAFD, back) (photography
by M. Mustafa)

TA, both arti�cial calibration light and cosmic ray events, allowing for tests207

of the EUSO technology, calibration of the detector and reduction of the208

systematic uncertainties of the measurements. The location and pointing209

direction allows for observation of TA’s Central Laser Facility (CLF) and210

Electron Light Source (ELS) (�g. 2).211

2. EUSO-TA instrument212

The 1 m2 EUSO-TA Fresnel lenses (0.92 m2 active area) are fabricated213

from UV transmitting polymethyl-methacrylate (PMMA). The baseline de-214

sign of the optics is shown in �g. 3 with ray tracing for incident angles of215

0�; 2�; 4� and 6� with respect to the optical axis, covering a 10:6� (in elevation)216

�10:6� (in azimuth) �eld of view.217

The lenses (�g. 4, left) focus light onto the 17.3 cm � 17.3 cm Photo De-218

tector Module (PDM), composed of 36 Multi-Anode Photomultiplier Tubes219

(MAPMTs) [8] each containing 64 anodes, for a total of 2304 pixels (�g. 4,220

right), covered by BG3 �lters. Four MAPMTs form an EC-Unit, each with a221

dedicated Cockroft-Walton based High Voltage Power Supply. The operating222
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Figure 2: The position of EUSO-TA on the Telescope Array Fluorescence Detector site in
Black Rock Mesa, Utah, USA. The EUSO-TA container is placed directly in front of the
TAFD. In its line of sight are the Electron Light Source and the Central Laser Facility
instruments of TA. Original photography taken from Google Maps.
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Figure 3: The design of the EUSO-TA optics. The ray tracing is shown for di�erent
incident angles of 0�; 2�; 4� and 6�, respectively.
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voltage of the MAPMTs is 1000 V, and is automatically reduced on scale of223

microseconds in the case of high incident photon ux.224

Each MAPMT is read out by one of the SPACIROC1 ASICs, which are225

distributed over 6 EC-ASIC boards [9]. The single pulse resolution of the226

ASICs is � 30 ns. This implies a saturation at about 28 counts (photoelec-227

trons) for each frame { one Gate Time Unit (GTU) { of 2:3 �s. The frame228

is preceded by 200 ns of dead time. This dead time has been reduced to 50229

ns in the next generation ASIC { SPACIROC3 { which has a single pulse230

resolution of � 5 ns and thus, being able to count more photons in given231

period of time, a higher signal to noise ratio. SPACIROC3 has already been232

used in both EUSO-SPB and Mini-EUSO. EUSO-TA will be upgraded to233

SPACIROC3 during 2018.234

The digitised counts from 6 EC-ASIC boards are read into a ring bu�er235

on the PDM board. This bu�er can accommodate 128 GTUs and is read236

out following an external or internal trigger. One of the main tasks of the237

PDM board is to perform high-speed, �rst-level triggering (L1) and then for-238

ward the selected packet of 128 frames to the Cluster Control Board (CCB).239

EUSO-TA is usually operated with an external trigger from TAFD. Although240

implemented in EUSO-TA, the L1 trigger is not optimised for the ground-241

based con�guration due to geometrical constraints (see sec. 4.4).242

The CCB, which contains a second-level trigger board [10], CPU, Clock243

board (CLKB), GPS, house keeping and low voltage power supply [11] forms244

the Data Processor (DP) unit [12]. The exchange of information is made245

with encapsulated packets. The amount of information contained in a packet246

increases with the level of processing, the �nal packet stored by the CPU on a247

hard disk contains counts from ASICs, additional information from the PDM248

board, CCB, CLKB and GPS data [13]. The whole data readout scheme is249

summarised in �g. 5.250

The focal surface and lenses are mounted on a stand with an adjustable251

elevation angle between 0� and 30�. The stand is installed in a container252

placed in front of the Telescope Array Fluorescence Detector (TAFD) tele-253

scope, but below its �eld of view. Apart from protecting the detector and254

additional electronics from weather conditions, the walls of the container255

reduce the stray light entering the instrument.256
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Figure 4: Left: front 1 m2 lens of EUSO-TA; Right: the PDM array of side 17.3 cm,
composed of 36 MAPMTs, 64 channels each. Behind it 6 ASIC boards are mounted on
the PDM frame connected to the PDM board.

Figure 5: Scheme of the signal ow in the EUSO-TA experiment. The labels over arrows
denote signal from how many subsystems of the previous level is included in the subsystem
of the next level.
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3. EUSO-TA observation campaigns257

The EUSO-TA lenses and mechanical structure were installed in TAFD258

site in Black Rock Mesa, Utah, USA in March 2013. After the installa-259

tion, initial tests of the optics and mechanics were performed using a single260

MAPMT with a temporary readout scheme.261

Prior to the commissioning of the complete EUSO-TA instrument, its262

lenses and mechanics were used in the one-pixel UHECR detector \FAST"263

tests in April and June 2014 [14]. The EUSO-TA PDM and readout system264

were installed in February-March 2015. Since then, 5 observational cam-265

paigns with EUSO-TA have been performed, 4 in 2015 and 1 in 2016. More266

than 136 hours of observation have been acquired using the TAFD exter-267

nal trigger, thus allowing for coincident detection of UHECR events in the268

overlapping �eld of view of the two instruments.269

More than 21 hours of data were dedicated to observations using di�erent270

triggers, usually for synchronising with laser shots, LED ashes and tests of271

the internal L1 trigger of EUSO experiments. The L1 trigger is tuned to fu-272

ture in-orbit EUSO observations, for which the timescale of an EAS crossing273

the �eld of view is much longer, and thus it is not optimal for ground-based274

observations with the same time resolution. For this reason, the external trig-275

ger from TAFD was also implemented in EUSO-TA. However, the controlled276

signals produced by the laser allowed us to analyse the e�ciency of the L1277

trigger and �ne-tune it for the application in EUSO-SPB and Mini-EUSO.278

In October 2016, the EUSO-SPB telescope was transported to the EUSO-279

TA site with a specially modi�ed trailer for ground-based tests and calibra-280

tion. This allowed for simultaneous observations with the two detectors shar-281

ing the same design, the main di�erence being the upgraded SPACIROC3282

ASICs in EUSO-SPB.283

4. Results284

4.1. Sky background285

The average sky emission1 on the EUSO-TA focal surface for a typical286

dark, cloudless night period (16th of May, 2015, from 9:13 to 9:29 UTC) was287

1.43 counts per 2.3 �s (�g. 6, left). The background histogram consists of288

1Here \sky emission" is understood to be light registered by the detector excluding
distinguishable light sources.
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Figure 6: Left: histogram of counts in all working pixels of the focal surface from 100000
frames (dashed) and a �tted Poisson distribution (solid), for sky background observations
on the night of 16th of May, 2015. Right: similar histogram consisting of counts in a single
pixel.

measurements of pixels with varying e�ciencies, and hence varying count289

distributions. In this way, the overall distribution deviates from Poissonian290

for high values. The number of counts on a single pixel, which is sensitive291

to single photons, is well described by the Poisson distribution, as can be292

seen on �g. 6, right. This sample pixel has an average number of counts per293

frame on 100000 frames equal to 1.28. In the simplest case, the counts in294

this pixel would have to exceed 3� threshold of about 5.8 counts to detect a295

signal. However, the phenomena of observational interest extend over many296

pixels, lowering this requirement when using more sophisticated detection297

algorithms.298

The baseline background depends on a number of factors such as the299

time of the night, moon phase, time of the year and the presence of clouds300

and aerosols. In �g. 7 the variation of the average number of counts on the301

whole focal surface is shown during one slightly cloudy night (16th of May,302

2015), with a baseline background level higher than 2 counts. The smooth303

variation is interrupted by clouds passing through the �eld of view, as shown304

in �g. 8. In the case of observations of the sky from the ground, clouds305

can both decrease and increase the background. The decrease can come306

from the eclipsing of the nightglow, zodiacal light, milky way and single307

stars. The increase can come from the reection of the arti�cial ground-308

based lights or from the scattering of the moonlight in moonlit nights. In the309

case shown, clouds decrease the number of counts, as they block radiation310

from the nightglow and astronomical objects.311
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Figure 7: Average signal on the whole focal surface as a function of time for the night of
the 16th of May, 2015. The changes visible on timescales of dozens of minutes are as a
result of clouds and stars passing through the �eld of view, whilst more rapid changes are
due to the movement of airplanes. The gaps in data correspond to breaks in observations.
The X-axis spans roughly from 22:00 to 4:00 of local \Mountain Time" (UTC-06:00).

Figure 8: Examples of clouds (dark areas) passing through the focal surface. The four
pictures show averages of 1280 frames separated by a few minutes. The colour scale denotes
the brightness of each pixel in arbitrary units after at �elding. This and all the following
�gures of this kind show the view of the observer standing behind the instrument and
looking at the same part of the sky.
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Figure 9: Histogram of sky background pixel counts on an average of 12800 frames before
(dashed) and after (solid) at �elding.

4.1.1. Flat �elding312

It is a common practice in scienti�c imaging to equalise pixel sensitivities313

during data processing. This is especially important for a photomultiplier314

based photon counter, for which pixels can vary signi�cantly in their e�cien-315

cies. For this purpose, at �elding is often employed. This involves illumi-316

nating the telescope with a uniform, Lambertian light source. To achieve this317

for EUSO-TA, a large reective at screen illuminated by a di�used LED was318

used. The 2:44 m � 2:44 m at screen was covered with Tyvek and placed319

6.5 m in front of the EUSO-TA front lens. The LED was placed in the centre320

of the front lens, emitting light of wavelength 375 nm through a 3:2� neutral321

density �lter. The non-uniformity of the detector illumination coming from322

this setup is small compared to the uncertainties from other sources, mainly323

due to the fact that the detector was focused at in�nity [15].324

The at �elding drastically reduces the width of the pixel counts distri-325

bution. On a sample averaged sky frame generated from 12800 GTUs2, the326

width of the distribution before at �elding was 24.6%, while after it dropped327

to 9.3% (�g. 9). It is important to note that the photographed sky is not328

completely uniform (due to stars and di�use sky light sources), so quoted329

numbers are just a relative estimation of the improvement.330

2Usually we are using multiples of 128 for frame stacking, since one full packet of data
continuous in time consists of 128 frames.
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4.2. Star observations331

Stars can be used as point sources to analyse the sensitivity, the extent of332

the �eld of view and the point spread function (PSF) of the detector. EUSO-333

TA can observe stars up to MB ’ 5:5 (catalogue magnitude in Johnson B334

�lter [16]) on sums of 1280 frames (about 3.2 ms observation time). This335

limiting magnitude is a very approximate measure of EUSO-TA sensitivity,336

since it depends largely on the spectral properties of the star in question and337

atmospheric conditions at the time of observation (the EUSO-TA spectral338

window is far from standard Johnson �lters). Moreover, the small number of339

su�ciently bright stars in the �eld of view do not allow for a precise estimate.340

Frame stacking can be used to achieve a better signal to noise ratio,341

thanks to negligible movement of the stars on the sky for short observation342

timescales compared to the angular size of a pixel. An example of 1280343

stacked frames with a few stars clearly visible is shown in �g. 10. The344

brightest star positions are marked on the image following the Hipparcos345

catalogue [17].346

The very wide �eld of view results in an asymmetric PSF in regions of347

the focal surface far from the optical axis due to inuence of aberrations such348

as coma or astigmatism. In this way, a complete analysis would be based on349

�tting the parameters of a PSF model derived from theory and ray-tracing350

simulations to the images of the stars in di�erent positions on the frame,351

which is a demanding and di�cult task even in detectors with much �ner352

angular resolution [18]. An approach making use of an elliptical Gaussian353

pro�le �t gives an asymmetric PSF (�g. 11) with an average FWHM of354

2:98�0:07 and 2:46�0:04 pixels for the major and minor axes of the ellipse,355

respectively [19]. This result is well within the requirements for observations356

of UHECR showers. However, the near-constant asymmetry of the ellipse357

regardless of the position of the star image on the focal surface suggests a358

misalignment of the planes of the focal surface and the lenses. This e�ect359

likely hides the aforementioned aberrations of the PSF.360

The small PSF observed for stationary sources such as stars, but also for361

laser signals, is important for future, space-based observations of UHECR.362

Current ground-based experiments employ optics with much larger pixel and363

PSF size, which would result in poor performance for EAS observations at364

distances of hundreds of kilometres. Auger’s uorescence detectors have365

hexagonal pixels with side to side distance of 45.6 mm, corresponding to366

1:5� �eld of view [20]. Similarly, TAFD pixels are hexagonal in shape with a367

distance of 60 mm between the parallel side and cover 1:1� � 1:0� patch of368
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Figure 10: Sum of 1280 frames acquired with EUSO-TA with the position of the brightest
stars superimposed, using the Hipparcos catalogue. Each star is labelled with the catalogue
number or the star name in case of Vega, followed by the star’s magnitude in the Johnson
B �lter for objects of MB � 5:5. The colour scale denotes the brightness of each pixel in
arbitrary units after at �elding. Zero values (light yellow) correspond to non-functioning
pixels.
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Figure 11: Sum of 12800 frames (about 1 minute) of observations of a typical star for the
purpose of PSF estimation. Colours denote the percentage of a signal in the speci�c bin.
This star has Hipparcos catalogue number 100453 with brightness MB = 2:9.

the sky [21]. For comparison, with EUSO-TA a distant source image, such369

as that from a star, �ts within a rectangle of 3 � 3 pixels, each a square of370

0.288 cm side, and angular size of � 0:19�.371

The observation of stars allows for astrometry, i.e. determination of the372

detector’s pointing direction in celestial coordinates. For EUSO-TA this was373

also used to compute the �eld of view, resulting in 10:6� � 0:3� in both374

dimensions. Again, the uncertainty is mostly due to the small number of375

bright stars within the range of the detector, which in turn makes a more376

sophisticated estimation of the parameters, such as those of a polynomial377

description of the optical distortion, di�cult.378

4.3. Slow phenomena379

Whilst EUSO-TA is designed for observations of microsecond-scale events,380

it can also monitor phenomena taking place on much longer timescales. The381

most common are ashes from airplanes and sunlight reected by satellites.382

Satellite observations can be used as a proof of concept for the plans of space383

debris remediation with future, orbital EUSO-like experiments [22].384

EUSO-TA has also observed meteors, as can be seen in �g. 12. The385

magnitudes of three of the observed meteors are shown in tab. 1. Such386
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Date Lowest magnitude Highest magnitude
2015.09.18 1:59� 0:20 5:27� 0:20
2015.11.12 2:40� 0:11 4:06� 0:11
2015.11.13 1:91� 0:03 3:04� 0:05

Table 1: Apparent magnitude of three meteors as observed by EUSO-TA

observations are unique due to their microseconds to seconds time resolution.387

This property can be useful to improve our capability to detect the details of388

the ablation processes undergone by the meteoroid during its passage through389

the atmosphere. In other words, EUSO-TA can produce meteor lightcurves390

of much better time resolution than other detectors usually doing meteor391

observations. In addition, this is related to a better estimation of the meteor392

speed and more precise determination of the original heliocentric orbit of the393

meteoroid if we were to perform multi-detector observations in the future.394

High time resolution and large �eld of view is important also for the possi-395

ble detection of a phenomenon similar in appearance to meteors { strangelets396

[23]. These nuggets of strange matter are predicted to interact with the397

atmosphere producing light, however with a di�erent lightcurve than that398

of meteors due to the fact that they do not fragment or lose mass. After399

90 cumulative days of observations, EUSO-TA will be able to set limits on400

strangelets of mass above 5�1023 GeV/c2 that are more stringent than exist-401

ing limits [23]. For this task a dedicated autonomous trigger is in preparation,402

as the external trigger from TAFD is designed to discard constant and slow403

moving events from the data stream such as airplanes.404

The faintest meteor observed had an apparent magnitude of MB = 2:4�405

0:11, but was still very bright on the frames and easily detectable. If the406

same detection limit as for stars is assumed { MB = 5:5, then an average407

detection rate of about 1 meteor per hour of observation is expected, upon408

the introduction of a dedicated trigger algorithm.409

A thunderstorm occurred during one of the observation campaigns of410

EUSO-TA, and the inuence of lightning on the focal surface was registered.411

Due to the relatively slow timescale of lightning development relative to the412

packet length, without a dedicated trigger it was only possible to catch the413

rising slope of the phenomenon (�g. 13). The thunderstorm took place414
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Figure 12: A meteor track detected by EUSO-TA on the night 12th November, 2015. The
picture shows the overlap of four averages of 1280 frames (0.9 s elapsed from the start to
the end of the observation, 12.8 ms total integration time). The color scale denotes the
uncalibrated detector counts. The apparent magnitude of the meteor in collected data
varied from MB = 2:4 to MB = 4:06.
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Figure 13: The lightcurve of the average number of counts per 2.3 �s on the whole PDM
during a thunderstorm passing close by. The lightcurve is not continuous. Vertical lines
show the transition between packets of data. Each packet is a continuous acquisition
encompassing 320 �s, however the time between packets depends on incoming triggers
and in this case was of order of dozens of milliseconds.

outside of the �eld of view of the telescope3, thus no distinct features were415

visible. In separate tests it has been con�rmed that the EUSO-TA electronics416

can be inuenced by strong radio signals, resulting in rise of counts on the417

focal surface. In this way, it is not possible to conclude if the registered418

changes in counts are due to scattered light from the storm, or its radio419

emission.420

High time resolution is required for observations of another thunderstorm421

related phenomena { TLEs { such as \sprites" and \elves", occurring high422

above the clouds on timescales of dozens of micro- to milliseconds. EUSO-TA423

should be able to detect some events of this kind after its planned upgrade424

(sec. 5).425

4.4. Laser observations426

In order to study the response of EUSO-TA to a known light source427

the light coming from TA’s CLF has been used, situated at a distance of428

about 21 km from EUSO-TA. The CLF shoots a laser of 355 nm wavelength429

3Position of the thunderstorm with respect to the �eld of view was inspected visually
by EUSO-TA shifters on-site.
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vertically in front of the detectors [24].430

During standard observations, the CLF is shot every half an hour for 30431

s at a shooting frequency of 10 Hz. The scattered light of the � 3 mJ beam432

is clearly visible when traversing through the EUSO-TA �eld of view on 6 to433

8 frames, depending on the shot and acquisition time synchronisation. The434

spot length is 6-8 pixels depending on the position on the frame (�g. 14,435

inset), which is consistent with expectations. The registered light intensity436

drops as the laser travels up in the �eld of view, as shown in �g. 15. This437

is due to the increasing distance of the laser to the detector. The initial fast438

rise and �nal drop are due to the track entering and leaving the focal surface,439

while the intermediate drops are caused by dead spaces between MAPMTs.440

The brightness spread, de�ned as a standard deviation of the summed counts441

from a laser track in the EUSO-TA �eld of view, as measured by the detector442

is 5% (�g. 16), comparable with an intrinsic CLF energy spread of 6%.443

In �g. 17 the width of the CLF track as a function of its vertical position444

on the frame is shown, measured as a FWHM of a �tted gaussian pro�le.445

The width changes from about 3.8 pixels at the edges of the �eld of view446

to about 2.8 pixels in the centre of the frame. The last value is consistent447

with the measured PSF of star images. The dependency of the width on the448

position on the frame can be explained by the increasing inuence of optical449

aberration with distance from the optical axis.450

In addition to the CLF measurements, shooting of the Global Light Sys-451

tem (GLS) [25] laser { a mobile UV laser of the Colorado School of Mines452

was also performed. The laser can be shot with energies in the range of453

about 1{86 mJ, with the pointing direction adjustable in two dimensions.454

The mechanics featured automatic changing of the pointing direction, al-455

lowing for easy \swipes" through the �eld of view. In addition the GLS456

laser produced events whose distance to the detector increased with time,457

as expected in space-based observation of cosmic rays. Initial results of the458

direction reconstruction can be seen in �g. 18.459

Fig. 19 shows reconstructed brightnesses of laser tracks in the detector vs460

the laser shot energy, for the distance of 33 km. In the tested energy range461

of 4{22 mJ, which is below the saturation of the detector, the dependency is462

linear, showing that EUSO-TA behaves as expected. For the lowest energies463

of about 2{3 mJ, only a few of the brightest laser events were reconstructed,464

resulting in a brightness cut on the data. While lowering the threshold of465

the reconstruction algorithm allowed for the detection of more events, the466

cut shows the point at which the detector starts to become limited by the467
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Figure 14: An average of 259 tracks of the CLF laser, for a telescope elevation angle of 10�.
The inset shows a part of a single frame containing the laser. The colour scale denotes
the uncalibrated detector counts.

Figure 15: A pro�le histogram of 259 CLF laser tracks, for telescope elevation angle of
10�. The values show the average of summed counts for laser spots in a speci�c position
on the frame. The brightness is lower for spots falling into space between MAPMTs or
outside the PDM.
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Figure 16: The reconstructed distribution of the integrated number of counts from 259 CLF
shots. The standard deviation of the �tted Gaussian function is about 5%, comparable to
the overall intrinsic CLF energy dispersion of 6%.

background. The detection limit for the laser shots of energies 2{4 mJ implies468

an energy threshold for detectable UHECR of energies 1019:7{1020 eV [26] at469

33 km distance. However, it was also possible to detect a few shots of 1 mJ470

energy shot vertically from 33 km distance in the EUSO-TA data.471

4.5. UHECR472

To date, 9 UHECR events (�g. 20) have been identi�ed in 130 hours of473

UHECR-dedicated observations. The distances of these events from the de-474

tector vary between approximately 1 and 9 km, while the energy is between475

1017:7 � 1018:8 eV, according to the TAFD reconstruction. The proximity476

of the events and the dead time between frames makes 8 events visible in477

the detector for a duration of a single frame, and one event for two frames.478

EUSO-TA does not usually observe the maximum of the shower, but a late479

stage of the shower development, and as such the number of registered pho-480

tons corresponds to a shower of lower energy than if the instrument was481

optimally pointed towards the shower maximum. Therefore, to estimate the482

instrument’s capabilities it was necessary to calculate the equivalent ener-483

gies of the events (Eeq), corresponding to the reconstructed energy assuming484

that EUSO-TA observed the event’s shower maximum. This calculation is485

based on the parameters measured by TA for each individual shower. The486

corresponding points can be used to form a conservative estimate of the de-487

tector’s energy threshold. In a very simpli�ed approach, one can assume that488

the minimal number of counts on the focal surface for the cosmic ray to be489
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Figure 17: Left: the width of the CLF averaged track in each row (elevation), measured as
a FWHM of a �tted Gaussian pro�le; Right: horizontal cross-sections of the CLF track.
Three histograms show cross-sections in Y positions corresponding to the largest, smallest
and intermediate widths, with �tted Gaussian pro�les.

Figure 18: Reconstructed angle vs expected angle for GLS laser pointing sweep. Barely
visible error bars show the standard deviation of the distribution of reconstructed angles.
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Figure 19: Summed signal of the GLS laser track vs its energy for the distance of 33 km
from the detector. The plot sums 2 shooting sessions, altogether encompassing an energy
range of 2{22 mJ. Each point was calculated from a few dozens shots. Fitted line shows
good linearity of the detector response in the range of 4{22 mJ, while for lower energies
only the brightest tracks were reconstructed, enforcing a low brightness cut on the data
points.

detected is constant, proportional to its energy and reversely proportional to490

the square of the distance from the shower axis (Rp). Based on this assump-491

tion, Rp = A �
q

Eeq is �t to detected events, where A is a free parameter. It492

can be seen that the strong signals of the CLF shots (EAS equivalent energy493

of � 1019:4 eV at a distance of 21 km) and GLS laser shots (EAS equivalent494

energy of � 1019:7 eV and � 1020 eV at a distance of 33 km) are on the right495

side of the curve, i.e. in the detectable region, as expected.496

Two typical events are shown in �g. 21. It can be seen that re-binning of497

the images signi�cantly increases the visibility of the tracks { making EUSO-498

TA data more similar to those of ground-based UHECR telescopes, which499

have much larger pixel sizes. However, such a pixel size is not suited for space-500

based observations, to which EUSO-TA has been tuned. Simulations of the501

events made with the \O�Line" package [27] are also presented here. The502

shower image can be reproduced to very �ne detail, however, some overesti-503

mation of the signal in the simulation can be spotted on the residuals shown504

in �g. 22 (left). Positive residuals, shown in the picture, align mainly in the505

shower area, while negative, which were excluded here for the sake of clarity,506

are randomly scattered over the whole �eld of view. Therefore the higher507

UHECR counts in the simulation cannot be attributed solely to statistical508

uctuations. This di�erence can come both from intrinsic characteristics of509
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Figure 20: All UHECR detected by TAFD in the EUSO-TA �eld of view during its op-
eration with non-detected events and laser shots superimposed. The vertical axis shows
the distance to the shower axis. Left: the horizontal axis shows the energy of the event
as measured by TA. Right: the horizontal axis shows the events equivalent energy (ex-
plained in the text). The �t to the detected points, explained in the main text, suggests
a conservative estimate of the EUSO-TA detection energy threshold.

the model and from uncertainties of shower parameters as measured by TA.510

As this problem will be addressed in the future development of the O�Line511

package, the detailed analysis of residuals is not presented in this paper.512

The small pixel size of EUSO-TA decreases the sensitivity but in turn513

gives higher spatial resolution compared to most other uorescence tele-514

scopes. This allows for the study of the transversal pro�le of an EAS, as515

shown on �g. 22 (right). The presented shower has a FWHM of 5:27 pixels.516

In principle EUSO-TA should see only the fraction of UHECR detected by517

TAFD which both cross the �eld of view and are above the energy threshold.518

However, with the implementation of the external trigger, data is collected519

for each TAFD event. Therefore, an event is considered as detected if a520

linear trace is found in the EUSO-TA data and a corresponding event in521

TAFD results.522

Simulations studies carried out in 2011 [13], prior to the installation of523

the telescope, predicted the detection of about 15 events in the total data524

acquisition time achieved to date. However, that analysis assumed more525

optimal EUSO-TA elevation angle of 30�, instead of the most often used 10��526

15�. Additionally, the analysis assumed a lower background light level than527

what was measured. In 2016, further simulations were performed, using the528

updated detector parameters [28], resulting in 8 predicted events, consistent529
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Data Data rebinned 2� 2 Simulation

Figure 21: Two out of the 9 UHECR observed by EUSO-TA. The left plot shows the real
data in photoelectron counts, in the centre 2�2 rebinning of the data is shown and in the
right plot the simulation made with the O�Line package. The top panels are for an event
of energy of 1018 eV, impact parameter 2.5 km with respect to the telescope, zenith angle
of the axis of 35� and azimuth angle of 7�. The bottom panels correspond to an energy of
1018:4 eV, impact parameter 2.6 km, zenith angle of the axis of 8� and azimuth angle of
82�.

with the 9 UHECR observed to date.530

These �rst UHECR events registered with EUSO technology allowed for531

an important improvement and optimisation of the reconstruction and simu-532

lation software. However, the EAS parameters had to be derived from TAFD533

which, thanks to its larger �eld of view and higher time-resolution, could see534

the full shower development. Investigation of the parameters of the UHECR535

events which occurred inside the EUSO-TA �eld of view during its operation,536

starts to reveal the detection capabilities of the detector.537

538
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Figure 22: Left: Residues of the data subtracted from simulation for the second UHECR
shown in �g. 21. The colour scale, in detector counts, is set to emphasise the part including
the shower; Right: transversal pro�le of the same UHECR with subpixel resolution, cor-
rected for the EAS non-vertical axis (the correction causes shift of the maximum compared
to the original shower axis and X axis crossing point). The Gaussian �t gives FWHM of
5:27 pixels.

5. EUSO-TA future plans539

EUSO-TA provides an excellent opportunity to test technology for ex-540

isting and future experiments within the EUSO framework, as it allows for541

stable �eld observations for extended time periods. However, the observa-542

tion time could be signi�cantly increased if remote automatic operation of543

the instrument was implemented. This would allow for the collection of data544

continuously over the year in all possible observational periods. This task545

will require introduction of some additional mechanical and control devices,546

as well as a non-remote automatic working test period.547

The sensitivity of the experiment will be enhanced with an upgrade of548

the EC-ASIC boards to the new version incorporating SPACIROC3 ASIC,549

which has � 5 ns single pulse resolution instead of the current 30 ns. This550

parameter is important for nearby showers, which cross a single pixel in551

short timescales. Higher single pulse resolution decreases a chance of several552

photons from such an event falling into a single time bin and therefore being553

lost. The tests with EUSO-SPB in Utah show about a factor of 2 higher signal554

for CLF tracks, which may be attributed mainly to the use of SPACIROC3.555
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The e�ciency change should be much higher for close tracks, where the time556

spent in a single pixel is much shorter.557

The experiment will also be upgraded with advanced self-triggering capa-558

bilities. This will be achieved by replacing the current PDM data processing559

board with a new board based on system-on chip - Zynq XC7Z030 FPGA,560

recently developed by XILINX, which has more memory and resources. It561

allows the implementation of data read-out on three timescales, similar to562

the readout designed for the Mini-EUSO mission. This �s timescale readout563

is self-triggered, dedicated to UHECR observations. Integrated packets form-564

ing 320 ms frames would be passed to second level trigger, dedicated mainly565

to atmospheric phenomena. Finally, ms scale frames integrated to 5.24 s ex-566

posures would be stored as a \movie" for analysis of slow phenomena, such567

as strangelets and meteors, detectable with o�ine event search algorithms.568

6. Conclusion569

EUSO-TA demonstrates the performance of a new technology for the ob-570

servation of cosmic rays, based on using Fresnel lenses and multi-anode pho-571

tomultipliers. The detector has registered, using TAFD triggers, 9 UHECR572

during its �ve observational campaigns, proving that use of Fresnel lenses and573

multi-anode photomultipliers works well for this purpose. The response of574

the detector was tested using UV laser shots mimicking extensive air showers.575

Additionally, a number of \slow" events such as stars, meteors and airplanes576

has been observed allowing for an extension of the scienti�c objectives.577

The main goal of EUSO-TA, was to test the capabilities and stability of578

the hardware. It proved an invaluable testbench for the modi�cations applied579

in the EUSO-SPB and Mini-EUSO detectors.580

From the 9 registered UHECR an idea of EUSO-TA sensitivity starts to581

emerge, which is found to be within expectations, especially for one of the582

�rst prototypes employing a new technology. Moreover, if the exposure time583

was reduced from the value of 2.5 �s optimised for space-based measurements584

to the 100 ns used in TAFD as optimised for ground-based measurements,585

the signal to noise ratio would increase signi�cantly. A similar e�ect will be586

achieved through the application of planned hardware upgrades in the future.587

Results described in this article allowed us to evaluate the performance588

of an optical system composed of two Fresnel lenses, which behaved accord-589

ing to predictions. Fresnel-based optics have the advantage of wide �eld of590

view, simple design and reduced weight compared to mirror based systems.591
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However, the disadvantages include the increased point spread function (com-592

pared to mirrors), chromatic aberration (which can be o�set by di�ractive593

lenses) and lower optical transmission due to several refractions. The advan-594

tages of one design over another in space-based systems depends strongly on595

the mission pro�le (rocket accommodation, satellite or space station, etc.).596

A challenging future goal is keeping EUSO-TA up to date with develop-597

ments of the other experiments in the EUSO framework. Two detectors {598

the already launched EUSO-SPB and the prepared Mini-EUSO { use a new599

version of EC-ASIC boards equipped with SPACIROC 3 ASICs, resulting600

in signi�cantly higher dynamic range and signal to noise ratio. Mini-EUSO601

also replaces a PDM, CCB and Clock boards with the PDM data processing602

board allowing for the e�cient and parallelised performance of more com-603

putationally demanding tasks. Introducing these elements to EUSO-TA is a604

necessary step to increase its performance and keep compatibility with other605

missions. In the near future an upgrade and automatisation of the telescope606

is planned to increase its sensitivity and duty cycle. Also, it is hoped to607

include an additional middle di�ractive Fresnel lens to reduce the PSF and608

thus increase the signal to noise ratio. Finally, EUSO-TA will be used as a609

testbench for the development of multi-PDM observations and readout.610
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